The clinical significance of karyotype in acute myelogenous leukemia.
To evaluate further the prognostic significance of karyotype at diagnosis of acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), we have made a follow-up study of 711 patients who were diagnosed between January 1, 1980, and March 31, 1982, and who were originally reported by the Fourth International Workshop on Chromosomes in Leukemia (4IWCL). Three different chromosomal classifications were evaluated, including presence of normal and abnormal metaphases (NN-AN-AA classification), a modification of the Chicago classification, and a complexity classification. All three chromosomal classifications were shown to correlate significantly with outcome in patients with de novo AML. Furthermore, the NN-AN-AA classification and the complexity classification had independent prognostic significance when age, sex, and FAB morphology were also considered in multivariate analyses of survival. These data provide further evidence that karyotype is an important factor in predicting the outcome of patients with AML.